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PRESS RELEASE 
 

SUNWAY RESORT HOTEL & SPA 
AN ALL INCLUSIVE INTEGRATED EXPERIENCE IN KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA 

Sunway City, Selangor, Malaysia - Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa is one of the largest hotel 

developments in Kuala Lumpur, located within the integrated township of Sunway City. The 

vibrant 800-acre self-contained iconic landmark seamlessly integrates a cluster of three (3) 

hotels, conference and convention centres, a theme park, a mega shopping and entertainment 

mall, medical centre, educational facilities and a multitude of distinctive business and leisure 

facilities for an all-inclusive experience and convenience. 

Strategically located in a bustling suburb of Kuala Lumpur, Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa is 35 

minutes from Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA) and 25 minutes to the city centre. 

Managed by Sunway Hotels & Resorts, the hospitality division of Malaysian conglomerate 

Sunway Group, the multiple award-winning hotel development offers a collection of 1,433 

guestrooms, suites and pool villas within the flagship Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa, Sunway 

Pyramid Hotel and Sunway Clio Hotel, affording guests every conceivable choice and budget. 

For meetings, incentives, conventions and exhibitions, this integrated destination offers more 

than 13,000 square metres of world-class meeting space, making this one of Malaysia’s most 

versatile conventions and exhibitions venue. The Sunway Pyramid Convention Centre, 

situated on the upper floors of the Sunway Pyramid Mall is connected to the Hotels, providing 

ideal accessibility for event delegates and organisers. 

The hotel is within easy access of Sunway Lagoon and Sunway Pyramid. The 88-acre Sunway 

Lagoon multi-park destination offers over 90 rides and attractions spread across its six (6) 

signature parks - Water Park, Extreme Park, Amusement Park, Wildlife Park, Scream Park 

and the Nickelodeon Lost Lagoon - the first Nickelodeon themed land in Asia featuring more 

than 10 rides. The Water Park lays claim to the world's largest man-made beach; the Sunway 

Surf Beach – stretching over 13,000 square metres, the surf pool is able to generate perfectly 

shaped waves up to eight (8) feet, and has been an irresistible draw to many events. Other 

attractions in the theme park include the world’s highest, largest and most thrilling water ride, 

the Vuvuzela, Malaysia's first permanent bungee jump by AJ Hackett and the country's first 

surf simulator - the FlowRider combining surfing, wakeboarding and skateboarding. Sunway 

Lagoon is also home to the World’s First Waterplexx 5D. Sunway Pyramid Mall, the iconic 

mall located adjacent to the Hotel, is home to over 900 specialty stores, 170 food and 

beverage outlets, entertainment centres, and recreational facilities like an ice skating rink, 48-

lane bowling centre, 11-screen Cineplex and much more. 
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SUNWAY RESORT HOTEL & SPA 
468 GUESTROOMS, SUITES & POOL VILLAS 

The flagship hotel in Sunway City is the 5-star Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa. As one of the 

most iconic hotel in Kuala Lumpur, a dramatic neo classical façade welcomes guests to 

superlative features and thematic architectural designs, sheltered by towering minaret glass 

domes and a main driveway that boasts monumental sculptures of deer being pursued by a 

Malayan tiger and two life-size elephants stand guard; with a profusion of fountains and 

captivating oasis of water features. The main lobby is further enhanced by double-volume 

ceiling, ornate thematic sandstone murals and panoramic view of the lagoon.  

The hotel offers a collection of 468 well-appointed guestrooms, suites and pool villas. The 

portfolio of rooms includes Premier rooms, Junior, Executive and Premier Suites, The Club 

rooms, pool villas and an impressive Presidential Suite. All guestrooms are equipped with 

conveniences for the modern business and leisure travellers, which include complimentary 

Wi-Fi, satellite television and movie channels and numerous other facilities and amenities like 

an in-room electronic safe deposit box, coffee and tea making facilities and a mini-bar. Most 

rooms have a view of Sunway Lagoon or the city’s skyline; some provide balcony with an 

opportunity to walk out to the gardens and swimming pool.  

The Club guestrooms and suites in Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa are designed for a lifestyle of 

added comfort, privacy and exclusivity with all the necessary facilities and services to cater 

for business executives and leisure traveller on-the-go. The Club Lounge offers business class 

conveniences with an experienced team to cater to guests’ needs. The Club floor privileges 

include complimentary Continental breakfast, light refreshments, evening cocktails and 

canapés, butler services and private check-in and check-out facilities and supplemented by a 

boardroom and private lounge facilities at The Club Lounge. 

The Villas is Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa’s accommodation options which are nestled within 

the 800-acres of the resort’s lush tropical gardens. These 17 Asian-styled pool villas, each 

features a master suite, private plunge pool, sunken bathtub and rain-shower facilities, leafy 

balcony, and numerous leisure facilities. The Villas embodies a timeless Asian ambiance, 

belied by nothing short of modern conveniences and the comforts of a five-star resort. The 

Villas welcomes guests aged 12 years and above.  

Leisure facilities that are directly accessible from the hotel include an oversized free-form 

landscaped swimming pool with cascading waterfall with an attached children’s pool, a 24-

hour fitness centre and the Balinese-inspired Mandara Spa to enhance the leisure experience. 
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Mandara Spa is located adjacent to The Villas; showcasing hints of Balinese culture which 

are interpreted in the subtle colour and carefully chosen artefacts that are thoughtfully placed 

around the premises. It renders a spa setting that is as luscious as its menu of treatments. 

Mandara Spa permits guests 16 years old and above. The Spa facility with a tropical resort 

feel features two (2) spacious and private double Deluxe Spa Suites with private bath, steam 

shower and a relaxation area, three (3) single Spa Suites with private steam shower, two (2) 

single Spa Suites for Thai Massage, three (3) single Spa Suites, and a Manicure and Pedicure 

Pavilion. The crescent-shaped spa structure also houses an oversized welcome area, a Spa 

Boutique and a large scenic veranda which aptly frames a picturesque view of the resort’s 

shimmering lagoon and verdant greenery. Mandara aromatherapy massages, wraps, facials, 

scrubs, and baths employ the purest and highest quality essential oils and ingredients. The 

Mandara Spa team of experienced therapists brings years of perfected skills and a diverse 

range of traditional health, beauty and relaxation practices. The Spa features over 30 

treatments which include signatures like the Mandara Massage, Pure Nature Facial and the 

sublime Ultimate Indulgence package, in addition to the United Kingdom’s renowned Elemis-

branded spa treatments, therapies and packages.    

 
SUNWAY PYRAMID HOTEL 
564 DELUXE GUESTROOMS, FAMILY ROOMS AND FAMILY SUITES 

Reopened after an extensive renovation in November 2016, the 4-star Sunway Pyramid Hotel 

brings great comfort and functionality. Located next to Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa, the hotel 

showcases a collection of 564 guestrooms, which includes the Deluxe category rooms and 21 

purpose-built family rooms and suites that are designed to accommodate an increase in family 

and leisure travellers to Sunway City, each complemented by enhanced in-room facilities and 

technology upgrades.  

The Family Room is suitable for those travelling with young children for its vibrant interiors 

and a bunk bed, accommodating up to two (2) adults and two (2) children. Whereas the Family 

Suites are amongst the hotel’s largest rooms offering comfortable spaces, with added extras 

like two (2) bathrooms, a mini refrigerator, a microwave and bedding options that 

accommodate up to six (6) persons.  

Located at the lobby level is Kaffeinate, an express café that serves light snacks and 

refreshments for dine-in and takeaway.  
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Guests of Sunway Pyramid Hotel have direct access to the recreational and leisure facilities 

available at Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa such as the landscape swimming pool, 24-hour 

fitness centre and the services at Mandara Spa. 

 
SUNWAY CLIO HOTEL 
401 DELUXE PLUS AND DELUXE PLUS EXECUTIVE GUESTROOMS 

The 26-storey 4-star Sunway Clio Hotel is conveniently located at the west precinct of Sunway 

Pyramid Mall. The hotel features 401 guestrooms with a choice of two (2) room types – Deluxe 

Plus and Deluxe Plus Executive Rooms; with options of rooms with unimpeded views of 

Sunway Lagoon or the city’s skyline.  

Leisure and business facilities in the hotel includes five (5) meeting rooms with a capacity of 

15 to 200 persons, an all-day dining outlet, an outdoor swimming pool and a 24-hour fitness 

centre that overlooks the city’s dramatic skyline. Adjoining Sunway Clio Hotel is the Sunway 

Pyramid Mall’s retail enclave – Sunway Pyramid West, where hotel guests can look forward 

to more food and beverage offerings. 

DIVERSE F&B OUTLETS 
WITHIN THE HOTELS AND 170 IN THE SHOPPING MALL 

Diverse food and beverage outlets offer guests an array of local and international favourites; 

The Resort Café – Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa’s all-day dining restaurant presents a wide 

range of à la carte specialties, chefs’ signatures and buffet spreads of flavourful Malaysian, 

Asian and regional favourites with a selection of Middle Eastern and Western cuisines 

including two (2) voluminous salad and fruit towers featuring fresh seasonal greens and fruits. 

The Lobby Lounge with stunning views of the lagoon is the perfect venue for exquisite dining; 

or a leisurely afternoon tea or even a luxurious evening cocktail from a comprehensive list of 

beverages and snacks, while enjoying a series of live music performances daily. For cigar and 

whiskey lovers, Cherootz offers a relaxing and intimate space in the lounge for some private 

sessions with friends or business partners. Located next to The Resort Café is Busaba Thai 

with a menu of classical and contemporary Thai dishes. At the Pinnacle Annexe, Eight 

Gourmets Gala (E.G.G) offers various dining experiences under one roof and the Grand 

Imperial Chinese Restaurant serves authentic Cantonese cuisine. At Sunway Pyramid Hotel, 

Kaffeinate, a food and beverage express café, located at the lobby serves freshly brewed 

coffee, gourmet beverages, and a range of light snacks and refreshments. 

At Sunway Clio Hotel, Café West is the hotel’s all-day dining restaurant. Located next to the 

hotel’s main lobby is Sunway Pyramid West, a food and beverage enclave. Amongst the 

names present at this vibrant enclave include Starbucks Coffee, Sanoook - offering Thai 

cuisine with a Japanese twist, Menya Miyabi for traditional and authentic Hokkaido Ramen, 
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Hotpot Kitchen – a speciality restaurant serving Sichuan cuisine, Mizudo Signature – a 

steamboat restaurant with conveyor belt concept and Parenthood – the one-stop parenting 

hub providing edutainment and leisure activities including an exciting indoor playground for 

the little ones, a café, a beauty salon, children speciality shops, an international pre-school 

and child-minding services for the ultimate in convenience. 

AN EVENT & EXHIBITION ORGANISER’S BLANK CANVAS 
MORE THAN 60 FUNCTION ROOMS, OVER 13,000 SQUARE METRES OF FUNCTION 

SPACE 

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa and Sunway Clio Hotel combined with the adjacent Sunway 

Pyramid Convention Centre, offers more than 13,000 square metres of function space 

featuring 62 meeting rooms, making this one of Malaysia’s most versatile conventions and 

exhibitions venue.  

The meeting and event spaces in the flagship Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa was redefined and 

refreshed in November 2018. The classically designed pillar-free ballroom, ideal for the most 

prestigious banquets of up to 2,200 persons, is equipped with high definition LED screen 

backdrop, alongside four (4) additional LED screens located on the front and side walls off the 

ballroom. 

Thirty-two (32) state-of-the-art, column-free meeting and boardrooms measuring 84 to 192 

square metres as well as two auditoriums are part of Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa’s inventory 

of function space is capable of providing flexibility to organisers of both large and small events. 

Modern gadgetry and high-end technology has been fitted in to give small meetings, 

brainstorms and off-site discussions or presentations an extra edge. These includes built-in 

LED projection screens or an 86” interactive touchscreen TV with screen sharing and built-in 

whiteboard function which supports multiple devices. An additional five (5) meeting rooms are 

also available in Sunway Clio Hotel that can accommodate 15 to 200 persons.  

Located next to Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa, Sunway Pyramid Hotel and Sunway Clio Hotel, 

the massive Sunway Pyramid Convention Centre is directly linked to the Hotels by an air-

conditioned passageway and through the shopping mall. The Convention Centre comprises 

over 7,157 square metres of unobstructed function space. It complements the Hotel’s meeting 

facilities by accommodating up to 3,700 convention delegates in theatre style seating or more 

than 200 exhibition booths. For cocktail receptions, Sunway Pyramid Convention Centre can 

cater for up to 6,000 persons, which includes the foyer of the convention space that overlook 

a picturesque view of the lagoon. In addition, eight (8) meeting rooms measuring between 73 

square metres to 610 square metres, ideal for registration and/or administrative offices, are 

offered in conjunction with large conventions.  
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Parking facilities for over 10,000 vehicles are available at the convention centre and within the 

integrated destination’s grounds. High-technology audio-visual equipment has been selected 

based on the latest standards. The sound system is adaptable to any kind of function needs, 

and international video conferencing system can also be arranged. Wireless Broadband 

connections are made available in all the 62 function rooms including the Grand Ballroom, 

and at the Sunway Pyramid Convention Centre.  

Guests of the hotels enjoy a multiplicity of advantages by staying at Sunway City Kuala 

Lumpur. Its sheer seamlessness, facilities integration and connectivity spread across the 800-

acre iconic destination which has also been certified by the Green Building Index (GBI) as 

Malaysia’s first green township. Sunway City was once a tin mining land completely devoid of 

vegetation; rehabilitated, it is now home to some 150 species of flora and fauna. Well-served 

by a network of transportation links, Sunway City is flanked by world class facilities comprising 

an enviable portfolio of hospitality, leisure, retail, vibrant residential communities, commercial, 

healthcare and educational facilities. 

Sunway City Kuala Lumpur combines a solid reputation for business, hospitality, leisure, 

lifestyle, retail, education and residential features with great accessibility and convenience; it 

is no coincidence that this award-winning integrated city is also the headquarters of many of 

the world’s leading corporations, a centre for academic research, innovations and 

sustainability. All year round, Sunway City Kuala Lumpur is alive with music, art, street show 

lights, performances and events of all kinds and, of course, local and natural attractions, which 

are just minutes away. All complemented by an impressive range of restaurants, al fresco 

cafés, bars, entertainment, and stores, where guests and delegates alike are often surprised 

by the city’s amazing offerings and value – all in one iconic destination. 

Sustainable development, including socioeconomic goals has been integral to Sunway’s 

business framework as the group expands its presence worldwide and work towards a 

sustainable future. Sunway Group has adopted the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDG) following the establishment of the Jeffrey Sachs Center on Sustainable Development 

at Sunway University via a USD$10 million gift by the Jeffrey Cheah Foundation to the United 

Nations Sustainable Development Solutions Network. Committed to the SDG, Sunway Hotels & 

Resorts continues to align its business model, operating strategies and corporate culture with 

sustainable practices and solutions in line with the SDG agenda.  
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All Sunway Hotels & Resorts’ 11 hotels and resorts are committed and adopted SDG2 that focuses 

on Zero Hunger and SDG12 on responsible consumption and production; fostering a better future 

for the communities in which Sunway builds, serves and lives. For more details about Sunway 

Group’s mission to drive the 2030 UN Sustainable Development agenda, please log on to: 

http://www.sunwayforgood.com. 

BOOK DIRECT & SAVE AT WWW.SUNWAYHOTELS.COM: Enjoy instant rewards and 

benefits when booking directly at https://www.sunwayhotels.com including exclusive 

member’s rates and more. Terms and conditions apply.  

For room reservations and enquiries, please call: +60 3 7492 8000, or call toll-free (Malaysia 

Only) at 1-800-82-8888, e-mail: srhs.reservations@sunwayhotels.com or book directly at 

https://www.sunwayhotels.com/sunwayresorthotelspa/resort-hotel-spa/ 

For the latest news and offers at Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa, please connect via the Sunway 

Resort Hotel & Spa’s Facebook page that links the cluster of hotels in Sunway City Kuala 

Lumpur at https://www.facebook.com/SunwayResortHotelandSpa or Instagram 

@sunwayreshotel. 

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa is located at Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor 

Darul Ehsan, Malaysia. For general enquiries, please call: +603 7492 8000 or e-mail: 

srhs.enquiry@sunwayhotels.com.  

-END- 

 
ABOUT SUNWAY HOTELS & RESORTS: 
Sunway Hotels & Resorts, the hospitality division of leading Malaysian conglomerate, Sunway 
Group, operates and manages 11 hotels and resorts in Malaysia, Cambodia and Vietnam, 
representing a collection of over 3,300 guestrooms, suites and villas. The hotel group’s diverse 
portfolio of hospitality assets and services includes ownership and management of cluster of 
hotels with large scale convention, meeting and exhibition facilities in an integrated resort city, 
to private villa destination, a wellness retreat and a portfolio of 5, 4 and 3-star hotels in mixed-
use developments. For more information, please visit https://www.sunwayhotels.com 
 
FOR MEDIA ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:  
Stephanie Yong, Senior Brand Communications Manager or Chandrika Bhaskaran, Brand 
Communications Manager at Tel: +60 3 7492 8000 Fax: +60 3 7492 8006 E-mail: 
srhs.media@sunwayhotels.com 

  

http://www.sunwayforgood.com/
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SUNWAY RESORT HOTEL & SPA - SERVICES & FACILITIES (AT-A-GLANCE): 

 

• Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa is one of the largest hotel developments in Kuala Lumpur 

within an 800-acre integrated destination. Strategically located in a bustling suburb of 

Sunway City Kuala Lumpur, the hotel is just 35 minutes away from Kuala Lumpur 

International Airport and 25 minutes to the city centre, and well served by an extensive 

network of expressways and rapid rail systems. 

• An integrated destination featuring a collection of hotels, conference and convention 

centres, a Balinese-inspired Spa, a theme park, a mega shopping and entertainment mall, 

medical centre, educational facilities, and a multitude of dining and leisure facilities. 

• The cluster of three (3) hotels in Sunway City include a collection of 1,433 guestrooms, 

suites and villas within the 5-star Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa, the 4-star Sunway Pyramid 

Hotel and the 4-star Sunway Clio Hotel. 

• Over 60 function rooms measuring more than 13,000 square metres that include the pillar-

free Grand Ballroom, the Sunway Pyramid Convention Centre with Wi-Fi / broadband 

services, and countless outdoor themed venues supported by over 10,000 indoor and 

open-air parking bays within Sunway City. 

• Sunway Pyramid Mall and Sunway Lagoon theme park are located within steps from the 

hotels and seamlessly integrated for ease of connectivity and mobility.  

• Balinese-inspired Mandara Spa strives to provide an inventive experience. The Mandara 

Spa team of experienced therapists brings years of perfected skills and a diverse range of 

traditional health, beauty and relaxation practices that are embodied in over 30 various 

types of spa treatments. 

• The destination and the cluster of hotels has won numerous prestigious awards; amongst 

them were the Tourism Malaysia Award for “Outstanding Contribution to Tourism” and 

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice Award for “Top Hotels for Families in Malaysia”. 

• For room enquiries and/or reservations, book direct and save at 

https://www.sunwayhotels.com/sunwayresorthotelspa/resort-hotel-spa/, call the hotel at 

Tel: +60 3 7492 8000, toll-free reservation (In Malaysia Only) at 1 800 82 8888 or e-mail 

directly to srhs.reservations@sunwayhotels.com 


